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3 Every Word-Pair in This Set Has One Crash
8 Abstemious, Prime, Fibonacci, Square Words
20 Recreated
21 Twenty-Twenty Vision
24 Colloquy
26 The Most Versatile Palindrome
32 The Piku
34 Varieties of Palindromic Pangrams
38 "Not New York" Roy Went On
40 AEGINRST Extended
43 Stuffing the Isogrid
51 A B C D E
52 Stew Inside Curies
58 Fast to the Foc's'le, Facile Fossil!
59 Kickshaws
69 Scrubwoman Edith Meets W.R. Hamilton

75 Heterograms With No Adjacent Letters
76 Bananagrams 4
77 And Sound As Sweet By Any Other Name?
78 Answers and Solutions
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